• Supplementary Movie 2: The creation of phase bubbles and their subsequent decay to a synchronous state. The video shows an oval shaped wave transforming, first to a state with phase bubbles, then to a synchronous state, both subsequent to a temperature perturbation (TS1). Also shown is a stable synchronous state, not being affected by an additional perturbation (TS2).
• Supplementary Movie 3: The destablization of a coherent circadian phase wave into a turbulent state following a TTX application.
• Supplementary Movie 4: The emergence of a coherent circadian planar wave from an initial phase-incoherent state (numerical simulation of an SCN model).
• Supplementary Movie 5: The emergence of a pinwheel wave state following a global perturbation given to a planar wave (numerical simulation of an SCN model).
• Supplementary Movie 6: The termination of a pinwheel wave state following a global perturbation, leading to another planar wave (numerical simulation of an SCN model).
